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iran Klaus Patel draws on Dipesh Chakrabarty’s famous plea for historians to 
‘Provincialize Europe’ in order to argue for a “reassessment of the alleged sui generis 
character of European integration” (649).   To make his case he reconstructs the 

evolution of the European Commission/European Union (EC/EU) over the past fifty-odd 
years, emphasizing “how patchy and fragile European integration has been for much of its 
history” (650).  The EC/EU is and always has been just one actor among others engaged in 
framing regional policies; we should not be blinded by the increasing extension of its 
powers to the ongoing importance of multiple other institutions that bring governments 
together to serve a variety of technical and political needs in the European theater.  This is 
not to deny the political, economic, and cultural importance of the EU today. Rather it is to 
challenge its taken-for-granted special status, its alleged exceptionalism that marginalizes 
attention to other forms of international and global co-operation. 
 
Patel’s knowledge of the many facets of European integration leads him to bestow a special 
status on the Common Agricultural Policy (CAP) — “I contend that agriculture had no 
viable alternative to an EC solution” (655). Treating the CAP as the exception, not the rule, 
he is free to ‘provincialize’ the EC/EU. He shows that, if sometimes it filled a vacant niche 
(as with the CAP) where it built its own strong competence, more often than not it 
overlapped with alternatives (e.g. transport), was embedded in other organizations (e.g. 
trade –GATT), competed with powerful rivals (e.g. the European Free Trade Association, 
EFTA), selectively adopted and adapted from others (e.g. cultural policy from the Council 
of Europe), or was simply irrelevant: remember NATO’s prerogative in the realm of 
security and defense.   In general, the expansion of the powers of the EC/EU, be it in terms 
of membership or of competences, has occurred in a Europe populated by multiple sectors 
and policy domains and their related institutions that have stimulated and energized it, 
but with which it has had to negotiate and re-negotiate its role.  In fact, “time and again, 
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the EC/EU was a latecomer and not a trailblazer, and only in certain cases did it then 
assume the lead” (658).  
 
Once we ‘relativize’ the EC/EU, once we emphasize that it is one European organization 
among many others, we need to define its specificity, to identify the features that set it 
apart from many others in a crowded field.  Historically, of course, it was characterized by 
its enthusiastic ‘founding fathers’ as an absolutely novel supranational solution to Europe’s 
postwar woes.  Walter Hallstein, the first President of the EC, defined the European 
Economic Community as a creature “sui generis, a new kind of political animal” (665).  
Patel will have none of this.  The EC/EU was not the first supranational entity — he cites 
work that argues that that distinction falls to the 1804 Octroi treaty between France and 
the Holy Roman Empire regulating shipping on the Rhine — and it is, and always been a 
hybrid of supranational and intergovernmental elements.  No, what sets it apart is the 
“self-declared will to be different from all other international and transnational 
organizations” (665-6).   By identifying itself with Europe, and by being thus identified (for 
example, by French President Charles de Gaulle when he vetoed the entry of the United 
Kingdom in 1963), the EC/EU has become associated with the one and only non-technical 
“visionary project in Europe — for better or for worse” (667). This symbolic meaning has 
evolved over time, and has become so sticky that now the EC/EU monopolizes the idea of 
Europe, conveniently enhancing the Commission’s powers at the same time.   
 
Patel calls this capacity to acquire meanings and credentials far in excess of those 
warranted by the actual state of affairs the “synecdochic quality of the EC/EU integration 
process” (667).   That quality, he suggests has been enhanced by the vast body of historical 
work that concentrates on the 1960s, a period when the “European Communities insulated 
and decoupled themselves from wider dynamics — particularly from the cold war — than 
in other decades of European integration history” (670).  Correlatively, to break the 
hegemonic grip of the EC/EU’s claim to uniqueness one needs to broaden the canvas of 
historical analysis, to embed it in the context of other regional and transnational actors. It 
is also to be more self-reflective about our assumptions and not to buy in uncritically to the 
EC/EU’s self-image. 
 
The stakes are high.  It is precisely because it has this synecdochic quality that the EC/EU 
can promote policies that disregard content-related matters, particularly in the economic 
realm, to serve the overarching principle of integration (the creation of the Euro being a 
case in point).   And therein lies its interest.  The EC/EU survives by projecting itself into 
the future, by creating and sustaining a sense of expectancy. Its history is not one of an 
organization that is sui generis, but of how a “fragile latecomer on the scene of 
international politics, whose hegemonic position in Western Europe was far from 
established, increasingly managed to win competences, but also internal legitimacy, 
external recognition, and the power to frame debates and actions — as the key criteria 
defining its very actorness” (672). 
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Patel’s argument has a strong chronological undercurrent.  He rather implicitly divides the 
history of the EC/EU into several phases: the 1950s and 1960s when the emerging 
Communities were able to define policies in a protective cocoon outside the full glare of 
public attention, which  was dominated by cold war concerns; the 1970s and 1980s, seen as 
a ‘dark age’ followed by ‘Eurosclerosis’; and the 1990s onwards, when the EC, realizing that 
a quantum leap was needed for it to survive, exploited its synecdochic quality to the full, 
and seized the initiative with a number of transformative acts (notably the Maastricht 
Treaty of 1993 that created the European Union and led to a single European currency, the 
euro).   
 
This argument is then a child of its time.   Historically, as Patel himself stresses, many 
social actors have always been opposed to the aspirations of the EC/EU — the British 
consistently, Charles de Gaulle’s France obviously.  In my extensive work on European 
scientific and technological collaboration, a domain that Patel mostly ignores, the EC/EU 
was simply absent as a player in most of the twentieth century Euratom excepted.  There is 
a spaghetti soup of acronyms of highly successful European organizations like CERN 
(originally called the European Organization for Nuclear Research, now the European 
Particle Physics Laboratory), ESA (the European Space Agency), ESO (the European 
Southern Observatory) and EMBO (the European Molecular Biology Organization), to 
name just a few, that have helped build an important transnational and international 
community and a competitive global high-tech industry without so much as a glance at the 
EC/EU, though this is changing now for ESA.i  Arguably many of these play a far greater 
role in inspiring Europeans and in forging a common identity than the bureaucratic and 
legalistic gymnastics of the EU.   
 
The enormous budget at the EU’s  disposal, the extensive expansion of its competences, 
and its power to impose its regulations on European governments, notably at times of 
crisis, make Patel’s plea for provincialization all that more pressing, and indeed are the 
very circumstances that have inspired it.  It is the unholy alliance of uncritical, even 
hagiographic, scholarship with the hegemonic aspirations of the EC/EU that Patel 
thoroughly undermines in this paper.  It is those who fail to put a critical distance between 
the EU and the European integration process, be they researchers, lawyers, or technocrats, 
that urgently need to hear his message.  A plethora of other institutions, many domains of 
intellectual inquiry, and millions of European citizens do not need to be reminded to 
‘provincialize’ European union as represented by the EC/EU.  They do it in practice every 
day. 
 
John Krige is the Kranzberg Professor in the School of History, Technology and Society 
at the Georgia Institute of Technology. He is the author of American Hegemony and the 
Postwar Reconstruction of Science in Europe (Cambridge: MIT Press, 2006).  He co-
edited with Naomi Oreskes, Science and Technology in the Global Cold War 
(Cambridge: MIT Press, in press). His current book project is Sharing Knowledge, 
Shaping Europe. US Strategies of Nonproliferation. 
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i The first of a three-volume history of CERN was published in 1987: A. Hermann, J. Krige, U. Mersits, and 
D. Pestre, History of CERN. Vol. I (Amsterdam: North Holland, 1987.)  A two-volume history of ESA was published 
by the Agency in 2000, and has been condensed and updated in John Krige, Fifty Years of European Cooperation in 
Space. Building on the Past, Shaping the Future  (Paris: Beauchesne, 2014).  CERN, established in 1954, had twelve 
member states (including Yugoslavia!).  ESA emerged in 1975 from the fusion of two organizations, one of which 
ELDO (European Launcher Development Organization) had Australia as a member state.    
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